
I hate crowds. I don’t drink. Small talk is my nightmare. Absent 23-and-Me 
evidence to the contrary, I’m not Irish, despite the light complexion, freckles 
and increasing strawberry tint in what remains of my hair. So, St. Patricks’s Day 
– I recognize the sacrilege – has never been my thing.   

But this year was different. And I’m starting to change my (lilting) tune. 

My young-adult children, who both live far away from home, returned to 
the nest for the long, green weekend, drawn by the gravitational pull that the 
city in which they were raised has on its native sons and daughters each March. 
And they brought, or reunited with, lots of friends, infusing fresh energy into 
my usually quiet house. St. Pat’s in Savannah is like Homecoming Weekend if 
the town were one big school and football were a spring sport. For the first time 
that I can remember, I loved every minute of it, this year. 

Any excuse to gather loved ones is a good one. Even if the celebration has 
evolved from the veneration of a former self-described slave who brought Ca-
tholicism/Christianity to a not-yet-independent island nation, to an occasion 
for swilling Kelly-colored beer. 

Savannah, more than any place I have ever lived, clings lovingly to its histo-
ry, refusing to eschew or modify traditions or evolve “too much.” This relative 
intransigence is, at times, frustrating, while, conversely, a main source of her 
charm. There’s no inherent aesthetic appeal to vomit in the streets, but there 
is something intoxicating – in a good way – about the civic and Celtic pride. 

As for the inconveniences of revelry, I fared fairly well this year. Total number 
of plastic cups abandoned on my sidewalk, in my tree yard beds, on the brown-
stone side walls leading up my front steps…zero. Save for a pair of cigarette 
butts, my little slice of West Perry Street made out okay, largely due a shift 
in public policy to protect Chippewa Square, pushing the party into Wright 
and Lafayette. In closed systems, if you squeeze tight on one end, the contents 
tend to well up at the other. Which should have been an easy thing to foresee. 
Though I’m not complaining: My win was my neighbors’-to-the-north-and-
east day-after-detritus bad luck.

“Luck o’ the Irish.” A phrase that is both debatable and overused.  But I 
suddenly feel fortunate that my hometown has an Erin obsession. It makes us 
different, interesting; it gives people a reason to check us out. And it calls my 
kids home and the people about whom I care to convene around me. Making 
me the luckiest Irishman-for-a-weekend of all. 
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